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ABSTRACT: This article focuses on the lessons learned while implementing ISO 9001:2000-compliant Quality Management Systems in small- and medium-sized construction companies in Portugal. It identifies the major difficulties to swiftly and successfully implement and proposes solutions. We make a comparison with equivalent issues in another unique industry and with cases described in the literature, and discuss how the solutions proposed in this article can be generalized to other industries and company sizes.

Implementing a Quality Management System has been an endeavor for many construction companies in the last two decades. While the concept is receiving the utmost attention from large construction companies that seek a competitive edge (Abubakar and Al-Arq 1999; Kupfers et al. 1996; Love and Li 2000), small- and medium-sized construction companies have tended to hesitate and postpone this step. Although they recognize the advantages of implementing an ISO 9001-compliant Quality Management System, the difficulty in fully realizing what is involved has kept many companies from moving ahead. The comparison of literature with practice proves that these are recurrent issues that come up in implementations in different industries, company sizes, and geographic locations. Quality Management Systems can provide a solution for several ancient issues in construction companies. It can also constitute a good opportunity for restructuring and modernization, as well as changes in traditional ways that have been accepted without in-depth analysis.

There are, however, difficulties and problems to overcome. The implementation of a thorough Quality Management System will permanently change the company's outlook, and a change that can cause discomfort to its employees and management. The advantages are, nevertheless, undeniable.

BACKGROUND

The creation of Quality Management Systems (QMS) has gathered the attention in both the industry and the academia sectors during the 1980s and 1990s. Total Quality Management was favored and largely implemented in the United States. The International Standard Organization's (ISO) answer was the ISO 9000 set of norms, published in 1987 (ISO 2000). This set of norms was soon defining the industry standard in certification of QMS in Europe. Although the certification of QMS in several European countries, including Portugal, has been concluded, that period has mainly served to consolidate the accreditation networks and certification bodies. Critics of the 1994 version of the ISO 9000 set of norms noted excessive complexity of procedures and exessive bureaucracy (Bulutbas and Al-Arq 1999), without correspondence in terms of the quality of the final product and of customers' satisfaction.

ISO addressed these issues by publishing a revised and comprehensive version of the ISO 9001 norm in the year 2000. ISO 9001:2000 focuses on continual improvement and customer satisfaction, based on the cycle process "Plan-Do-Check-Act." This new version sets forth an important paradigm shift. The new version of the norm replaced the traditional "passive" quality control by a "daring-assertive" quality assurance approach. The principle was "the right production process cannot yield wrong products."

The new version of the norm proved to be a success. The new, simplified document management system and the expediting of the norm led to a clear increase of the number of companies with certified QMS. The new coverage of industry sectors was also expanded to economic sectors, company types, and sizes that had previously stayed out of this process. The certification of QMS generalized itself. At present, certified QMS can be found in companies of all sizes and economic sectors in Portugal, Spain, and Valores (2003) describe a similar landscape in the U.S. market, indicating a common trend in the American and Portuguese markets.

However, the major national companies in the construction sector recently concluded their certification processes. This economic sector is still underrepresented in the companies with certified QMS. Just as Gartner and Johnson (1997) state in their analysis of an implementation in a software organization, "First, it is difficult to interpret how the requirements of the ISO 9001 standard apply to a software organization. The standard was originally developed for manufacturing organizations and understanding how the requirements apply in a software organization is not always straightforward." (p. 699). Construction companies, particularly small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), face similar challenges in their implementations, and it is not an easy task to translate these requirements to such a unique industry like construction.

CASE STUDY

This case study examines the implementation of a QMS in a SME operating in the construction sector in southern Portugal.

At the project kick-off time the company had been operating for 40 years. It is a family-run business in the third generation with 60 employees on its payroll. The company is based in a town of 2,000 and the majority of its workers have been employed by the company during most of their career. Its core business is public works and real estate construction in a radius of roughly 200 km around its office. Fig. 1 shows how the company is structured. The company is characterized by a strong centralization and very present leadership that communicates the authority to make all relevant decisions. Formally, the company is a multi-level structure with mid-management. However, the dashed lines portray the informal, de facto structure, where only two levels and one single management level exist. The single exception is the construction projects where project managers and foremen retain some degree of management autonomy on the field work within their own projects.

Hence formal and informal authorities, procedures, and processes exist side by side.

Employees learn this peculiar system from other employees who have more experience in the company and through daily routines. This creates a complex problem when trying to implement new procedures, since employees often don't know whether the formal or informal procedures are being changed and tend to assume that the old, informal ones will remain in place.

The company decided to venture into this project for three major reasons: (1) image; (2) keeping up with competition; and (3) maintaining the capability to bid major works, both public and private.

The latter reason was due to a widespread opinion that major public works tended to be accessible only to companies with certified QMS. This trend proved to be slower than anticipated and is yet to be fulfilled.
Methodology
This study is based on the direct participation of the author as implementation manager in the company and through interviews and meetings with all key users, as well as consultants and the company's owner. Table 1 portrays the scope of the survey, identifying the stakeholders interviewed by their quantity and role within the company, as well as during the implementation. The QMS implementation process lasted more than 18 months.

Major Difficulties to Overcome
Unlike manufacturing industry, for which the ISO 9001:2000 standard was primarily designed, the construction industry carries its production in ever-changing locations, and its work teams, equipment, fringe conditions and interfaces are always different (Buhais and Al-Ang 1999). The built object itself is unique, with a specific dimensioning and design. Never before has another identical object been built, and it is unlikely that it ever will, in the future. In this ideal situation where all the recourses, the concept and design are identical, at least this cannot be built but different.

Systematization
This reality makes efforts towards systematization, standardization, and process automation particularly difficult. Although a significant amount of technology has been added to the equipment and materials utilized, the production process in the construction industry still maintains more similarities with craft production than with industrial production. This is probably the industry sector where new processes, techniques, and trends arrive last. Certification of QMS is not an exception. However, the substantial increase in recent years of the number of companies that concluded their certification processes indicates that this is a stabilized reality that cannot be ignored.

Management
Besides the specific physical and technical characteristics of its sector, construction companies also have particular management practices. The greatest challenges that construction companies face while implementing a QMS can be organized into six areas:
1. Systematization and structuring;
2. Document control;
3. Defining and maintaining procedures;
4. Client satisfaction: evaluation, analysis, and action;
5. Interaction between quality and production departments; and
6. Costs and assignment of human resources.

The first point is not the most visible challenge, but it is probably the most important one. To implement a QMS it is necessary to clarify and often delegate authority and responsibility.

Systematization and Structuring
The systematic and comprehensive definition of the function records and of the respective function matrix is a structuring task that formalizes in a binding way the function record, its functional ties, the superior functions it reports to, and the minimum and preferred competence to be met in order to execute the function. Formalizing an organization chart is essential for process systematization. However, this task often meets internal resistance, since it unliguously formalizes a specific authority and responsibility structure. This is seldom welcomed and can cause ego and labor-management conflicts (Kaptesin et al. 1995). In order to avoid this problem, consultants often suggest, as a first approach, an organization chart with functions instead of names.

Introduction of a document control process and maintenance of QMS records, especially nonconformities, preventive and corrective actions, verification/audits of measurements and monitoring devices (MMDs), as well as keeping management indicators updated, are major reasons for the widespread opinion that QMSs are complex and that they increase bureaucracy and paperwork in an unnecessary way. In fact, an underimplemented implementation of a QMS will most certainly lead to results that confirm this opinion. However, if the opportunity, rather than the difficulty angle is observed, the implementation process is a good occasion to rationalize and simplify the structure in the company, while shifting at the same time from paper to computer platforms. A successful implementation can in fact prove easy for the reduction of paper and physical archives for all records in the company, QMS related or not.

Table 1: Scope of Data Collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Hierarchy</th>
<th>Formal</th>
<th>Informal</th>
<th>Role in implementation</th>
<th>Data collection method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owner</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Follow up and approvals</td>
<td>Interviews and work interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT manager</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>IT support</td>
<td>Interviews and work interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawyer (Judicial service)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Legal consultancy</td>
<td>Work interaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement and invosing officer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Process definition and implementation</td>
<td>Interviews and work interaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foremen</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Process implementation</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project superintendents</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Process definition and implementation</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarry foreman</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Process definition and implementation</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head mechanic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Process implementation</td>
<td>Interviews and work interaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance mechanics</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Process implementation</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storehouse superintendent</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Process implementation</td>
<td>Interviews and work interaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarry workers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Process implementation</td>
<td>Interviews and on-the-job training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head driver</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Process definition and implementation</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drivers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Process implementation</td>
<td>Interviews and on-the-job training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMS Consultants</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Consultancy, process definition and follow up</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Number of personnel surveyed (below more than 50)
Client Satisfaction: Identification, Analysis, and Improvement

This is yet another issue that is generally new to the production staff. The various committees that have been set up and handbooks to their functional personnel. The attitude can be avoided if its origins are taken into consideration: production staff is by nature contrary to paperwork. Interviews showed a generalized feeling among production personnel that these tasks are unnecessary and consume time which diverts them from their essential production tasks. They often don't receive any positive feedback from the records they create and develop the opinion that the documents are either useless or are solely used to limit their autonomy and to monitor their vigilance by others. It is important to create strategies to avoid this mentality in order to guarantee the smooth communication in the production process.

Identifying the process (or activities) needed for the Quality Management System is an essential part of the Quality Manual. A common mistake is focusing on the administrative and bureaucratic part, instead of focusing on the production process. The norm does in fact require bureaucratic and administrative formalism. This is often the case of the certification bodies are more comfortable with, since the administrative process is similar in any implementation they have carried out in the past. However, the aim must be kept in mind: manage the quality of the production/service provided. Thus, special attention must be given to identifying the process needed for the QMS. It must be specific, concrete, technical, and well-integrated as a whole. Much more than a document with adequate formalism for securing the certification of the company's QMS, the Quality Manual must be a useful tool for technical reference of the company's production activity. It must become in its various parts, in the identification of processes and activities, a reference manual that provides concrete and quantified information on how to carry out the production in a correct manner, both from the formal perspective of the QMS and from a technical perspective. In particular, it must specify for the measurements that must be done:

- Which, when, where, how and by whom;
- Establishing the times and procedures;
- Tolerances for these values; and
- What to do in case of non-conformance.

Costs and Assignment of Human Resources

The process of implementation always means an extra effort in all the organization. A well-implemented QMS will impact all sectors in the company. For the head of the company there is often the belief that this process can be achieved without impacting the organization's functions, "shoulders down." In small- and medium-sized companies, this is an illusion. These companies are managed by their leader with a strong involvement in details that it becomes impossible to keep the media spread of the head of the company unchanged. The head of small- and medium-sized companies is typically conservative and interested in the company's structure at all levels. Thus, the head has an important decision to make:

- Change the management model to a pyramidal structure, with mal delegation of powers, or
- Achieve deep knowledge about the QMS, follow it and make sure it is followed, thus significantly updating its previous mental model.

Another belief, or hope, is that the beginning of the implementation process consists of thinking that this process represents a single time-added effort. This proves to be an illusion. The implementation process is, in fact, an effort limited in time. However, the extra tasks it implies must be taken into account. Besides building up new functions and resources related to the quality department, it is necessary to reassess the existing functions that are more impacted by the QMS. In the specific case of the construction industry, these affected are:

- Field engineers/supervisors;
- Foreman;
- Heads of procurement;
- Personnel responsible for the reception, distribution, filing and sending of correspondence and documentation;
- Personal responsible for storing, maintaining, and distributing MMDs;
- Personnel responsible for information technology (IT) reproducible data;
- Personnel responsible for internal production sectors such as carpenters, metal workshops, or aggregate extraction plants; and
- Personnel responsible for health, safety, and the environment.

ADVANTAGES AND PERSPECTIVES

Achieving an ISO 9001:2000-certified QMS has undeniable advantages in various fields, as it opens new perspectives for the company.

- Image and Client Relationship

A certified QMS is a prestige factor. The company proves viability, commitment to modernization, awareness of the current concept of quality, and capacity to operate important and positive changes in its structure. This alone is a basis for increased confidence by the customers. Assessment of the customers' opinions and commitment to continuous improvement brings the customers and the company closer together. The customers' opinions are heard and taken into account.

Restructuring and Modernization

As portrayed above, the process of implementing a QMS is a significant opportunity to restructure and modernize an organization. It is an external, widely accepted motive to change functions, procedures, and old habits in the organization. This effort would otherwise be considered an unnecessary and unjustified extra effort.

It is also an excellent opportunity to introduce new tools and work techniques, thus restructuring the organization not only to achieve the certification but also to make it more effective and rational. Just like when implementing Total Quality Management, when an organization implements an ISO 9001:2000-compliant QMS, it is often dealing with replacing, not merely modifying, its culture (Demida 1993).

Systemization, Equipment, and Process Control

The certification of an ISO 9001:2000-compliant QMS is demanding in that it involves:

- Creation, maintenance, and tracking of records concerning the measurement and monitoring of processes and products;
- Verifications, calibrations, and maintenance of MMDs; and
- Control and preventive maintenance of production equipment.
This level of demand has been criticized for increasing the process bureaucracy. However, it brings about the advantage of the structure to a new, more structured work system. In some companies this means being endorsed for the first time to written procedures and the creation of records on a continuous, everyday basis. It also demands that production personnel at all levels record intermediate verifications of their work, enhancing self-control and responsibility on a wider range of functions. This represents an opportunity to change disciplines and work procedures, focusing on self-control, responsibility, measurement, and monitoring.

It is particularly important to avoid seeing QMS as one more obligation that can be fulfilled in a compressed manner right before specific milestones, maintaining the same special emphasis unchanged during most of the year. The most important of these milestones will surely be the yearly audit by the certification body. In such a context, this audit will be preceded by a strenuous, but time-limited effort. This is a tempting deviation from the spirit of the norm and should be fought against.

Clarification of Functions, Tasks, Responsibilities, and Hierarchies

The implementation process leads to clarifying and recording what is expected from each function, or the specific skills required to carry out that function. It also requires a clear, understandable definition of each employee's responsibilities. This requires a reassessment process that enables considerations about ambiguous areas. Another important aspect is the clear statement of the hierarchical chain, which outlines each employee's responsibilities and scope of authority.

Quality Standard and Continuous Improvement

Rather than guaranteeing a high level of production services quality in the immediate post-certification phase, implementing a QMS guarantees a quality standard with lower dispersal. It also contains the organization to continuous improvement, thus gradually raising this standard.

Change in Mentality

The implementation of a QMS implies planning, defining, verifying, and updating processes and procedures. This is defined in the ISO 9000:2000 norm as the "plan-do-check-act cycle." It encourages a change of mentality from a reactive to a proactive attitude. Planning and prevention gain ground to replace the daily solving of unexpected urgent problems.

Conclusions

Experience proves that implementing ISO 9001-compliant Quality Management Systems in small- and medium-sized construction companies is an endeavor worth pursuing in Portugal. The advantages clearly outweigh the inconveniences and the investment of resources involved. Comparison with the experiences portrayed for other industries and geographical locations (Garner and Johnson 1997, Boubhali and Al-Arig 1999) shows remarkable similarities, which could indicate that the solutions proposed in this article can be extended to other situations. There are difficulties inherent to this process that need to be taken into consideration. They have been portrayed above and should not be underestimated. It is crucial that the stakeholders, particularly top management, are fully aware of the ramifications and changes that a QMS involves. The organization will necessarily undergo permanent changes that, when previously unknown, may shift from the initial expectation. A well-informed, planned, and systematic approach to the implementation phase avoids severe situations and reduces its duration, thus faster achieving stable operation and the desired benefits. The certification of a QMS represents an important opportunity for modernization and a paradigm shift for construction companies. It is particularly important for the small- and medium-sized companies in the business, due to the restructuring and work habit changes it brings about.
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